EMILE PERNOT Absinthe Bourgeois

SPIRITS - France
AB CSPC +782937 BC CSPC +2522 6x750ml
Alcohol by volume: 55%
en.emilepernot.fr

Tasting Notes
With strong notes of anise and its sweet taste, this naturally green absinthe will take your breath away. In addition to the wormwood (Absinthe) ingredients include green anise seeds, fennel, angelica, coriander and beetroot spirit. No added colour or sugar.

Producer's Comments
We put beetroot alcohol in the alembic with herbs and water; The mix infuses for 24 hours at least and then we start the distillation; After, we use the distillate (alcohol coming out of the alembic) to mix it with a infusions of plants in order to make the natural green color. Then we add water to reduce the alcohol content to 55%

Distillery Les Fils d'Emile Pernot
Based in Pontarlier, France, the Emile Pernot distillery can trace its lineage to the first producers of Absinthe. In fact, Major Dubied, who had previously founded the Pernod distillery with his son-in-law, Henry-Louis Pernod, trained Fritz Duval, whose distillery eventually became Emile Pernot. In 1895, the Deniset-Klainguer distillery was founded in Pontalier, France. The distillery became known for its absinthe and other liqueurs, including a very distinct herbal pine-bud liqueur. Herbal liqueurs such as these became extremely popular around France around the turn of the century, and the sapin liqueur produced at Deniset-Klainguer is the original sapin, produced using the same recipe they purchased from Cousin Florentin, the creator of the first sapin liqueur.
However, just over 110 years after it was founded, the distillery was in jeopardy of closing. Emile Pernot, a producer of distilled absinthes also from Pontarlier stepped in to help. In 2006, they acquired the small family distillery to preserve its legacy and started working with their staff to revitalize their products, focusing on macerated absinthe and, of course, their wonderful sapin liqueurs.
The magnificent century-old copper alembics used by Pernot for their absinthe distillations were made by the famous old firm of Egrot in the early 1900’s. They were specially designed and built for absinthe distillation, and they are the only stills of their kind in operation anywhere in the world. These stills allow the Pernot distillery to produce absinthes of exceptional quality according to methods unchanged for a century.

About the Label
This label represents the most popular absinthe poster of all times. Bourgeois used to be an absinthe brand during the Belle Epoque, where absinthe was consumed nearly everywhere. The famous Pernod cat poster designed by the Mourgue Brothers hung in nearly every restaurant or bistro in France.